
VISUALIZE & MANAGE ENTITLEMENTS ACROSS YOUR MULTICLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE

CLOUD PRIVILEGE BROKER

Continuous Discovery 
Discover users, roles and 
policies across your multicloud 
platforms with immediate 
classification of risk

Complete Control
Utilize a single dashboard with 
granular recommendations to 
reduce risk across your cloud 
footprint

Audit All Activity
Report on actions, such as 
the addition of users or cloud 
connectors, completed or 
ignored recommendations, 
and more 

Cloud Privilege Broker centralizes visualization and management 
of entitlements, privileges, and permissions across multicloud 
environments. The solution detects anomalies in account 
permissions and provides easily deployable recommendations to 
enforce least privilege, reduce risk, and meet compliance goals.

The Challenge 
As organizations adopt new cloud infrastructure and services at a record 
pace, new security challenges emerge. One critical security challenge is that 
the provisioning of entitlements is growing faster than the organization’s 
ability to adequately identify and manage them. Many enterprises 
understand this overprovisioning challenge, but their teams may not have 
the skill set or tools to properly mitigate it. If left unaddressed, this expanding 
permissions landscape presents a fertile attack surface.

The Solution 
Cloud Privilege Broker is an entitlements, privileges and permissions 
management solution that enables customers to visualize and manage cloud 
access risk in hybrid and multicloud environments, from a single interface. 
Built in the cloud from day one on a modern technology platform, Cloud 
Privilege Broker provides continuous discovery, centralized management, and 
reporting in a single tool that scales with customer needs.

The Benefits 
Cloud Privilege Broker liberates customers from the inefficient practice of 
managing entitlements for each cloud services provider from a separate 
console. The solution offers the following: 

•     A centralized dashboard to manage cloud permissions from a single interface

•     Recommendations that operations and security teams can leverage to easily adjust 
entitlements—without affecting productivity or disrupting operations 

•     Ability to achieve and prove compliance with a comprehensive audit trail 

Deployed on the BeyondInsight platform, Cloud Privilege Broker provides a 
familiar interface for customers with other BeyondTrust solutions.



CLOUD PRIVILEGE BROKER

BeyondTrust is the worldwide leader in Privileged Access Management (PAM), empowering companies to secure and manage 
their entire universe of privileges.  The BeyondTrust Universal Privilege Management approach secures and protects 
privileges across passwords, endpoints, and access, giving organizations the visibility and control they need to reduce risk, 
achieve compliance, and boost operational performance.  

beyondtrust.com

Each public cloud platform uses its 
own proprietary identity system — 
Cloud Privilege Broker gives you 
centralized management and control 
of your entire multicloud footprint.

Gain Control 
Over Your 

Cloud 
Permissions
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Features & Capabilties 
Cloud Privilege Broker assesses appropriateness and risk of privileged access by monitoring 
granted permissions versus permissions used. The solution then provides easily deployable 
recommendations to adjust access policies.

• Cloud-Agnostic, Centralized Dashboard

Review key metrics such as overall risk score, risk over time, ”Top 10” recommendations, discovery results,  
and more.

• Continuous Discovery

Discover users, roles, and policies, across your multicloud platforms, with immediate classification of risk.

• Efficient Policy Implementation

Enable policies across multicloud environments, based on granular recommendations, from a single interface.

• Granular Details

Drill down into privileged-related activity, connector health, completed actions, or get recommended 
workflows.

• Auditing of User Activity 

Report on actions such as the addition of users or cloud connectors, who completed a recommendation,      
who ignored a recommendation, and more.

• Scalable, Zero-Footprint Solution

Accelerate time-to-value with a cloud hosted solution that is simple to enable.


